REPORT RE: COUNCIL - MAY 15, 2008
REPORT NO: M.L.E.O 17-2008

SUBJECT: REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL

BACKGROUND:

ALBEMARLE WARD
- Problem with dogs on Berford Lake Road-spoke with owner and warning given
- Inquires regarding signs on Quarry Road-copy of Sign By-Law was given

HEPWORTH WARD
- called out to someone setting off Fireworks-warning given also a copy of the By-Law

AMABEL WARD
- dog picked up on Con 10 near Park Head-taken to shelter -later reclaimed current tags were purchased-same dog was picked up a week later and taken back to shelter
- 2 dogs picked up at Gould Lake -taken to shelter dogs later reclaimed-current tags were purchased
- all signs for Paid Parking at Sauble Beach have been order and placed
- paid parking machines are activated and all necessary changes have been made to the time, date and cost
- Several call regarding weddings on the beach-a copy of the policies and procedures have been given out

WIARTON WARD
- open fire burning and noise-attended and warning given
- 4 Property Maintenance orders were issue all have complied
- calls regarding fences -copy to the by-law was given
- Parking at the Wiarton Hospital – 15 minute parking /parking in Fire Route have been a big issue-tickets were issued
- Boat Launch machine has been activated and tickets have been issued for those who have not activated machine or purchased season pass
- Complaint regarding noise on Brown Street –business is following by-law

SUMMARY: THAT the By-Law Department is prepared for the up and coming season.

By-Law Officer 160 hours
Secretary By-Law 120 hours

Total 280 hours
2 Vehicles 1200 km

Respectfully Submitted.

Lyle Ransome
M.L.E.O

Date: MAY 5/2008

Approved by,

Malcolm McIntosh, CAO
MPA, MCIP, RPP

Date: MAY 8/08